A-political piece
for one or more sudophones

... to all musicians who have tried to make their instruments speak or spoken through their instruments.

... to ‘create a new thought’ for a found object (Marcel Duchamp)

Recipe:

Choose a speech or a series of statements by one or more known contemporary politicians, ideally a text(s) that would amuse or stun the audience under normal circumstances. The performance is involves the player’s attempt to have the sudophone(s) create the sounds of the words in the chosen text(s). The player can use any method that helps make the impossible almost possible, such as using his or her mouth to support the creation of vowel sounds. Any sudophone technique can be applied.

As the text is unlikely to become comprehensible, the performer should somehow share a given text along with the relevant name(s) with the listeners.

Performance duration(s) should be kept relatively short or can consist of a series of contrasting miniatures.
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